Dining Locations

All-You-Care-to-Eat
- Plaza 900
- Breakfast & MO on Rollins
- The MARK on 5th Street

Restaurants
- 1•5•3 Salads & Soups
- 1839 Kitchen
- Baja Grill*
- Bookmark Café
- Catalyst Café
- Do Mundo’s
- Emporium Café
- Infusion
- Legacy Grill
- The MARK on 5th Street
- Mort’s
- Olive & Oil
- Panda Express
- Potential Energy Café
- Pizza & MO on Rollins**
- Sabai
- Starbucks - Memorial Union
- Starbucks - Southwest
- Sunshine Sushi
- Tiger Avenue Deli
- Truffles
- Wheatstone Bistro

Mizzou Markets Convenience Stores
- Hitt Street
- Southwest

*Raja Grill is online ordering with GET app only
**Pizza & MO on Rollins is GET app only with the exception of 11:00 a.m. – 1:30 p.m. when grab and go options are offered.